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Tobias Trondle 

"Hair Matters!"

Tobias Trondle makes frequent appearances in Paris and New York

fashion weeks and has also worked with the US trend-setter Bumble Bee.

He has now set shop in the Innenstadt neighborhood, bringing a whole

new world of high-fashion hair-styles to the women of Frankfurt. The

spacious and modern insides of this salon are designed to make you feel

comfortable. From shiny streak techniques to complex coloring and

styling procedures, this salon will cater to all your hair-related needs.

Tobias Trondle is certainly for the high-fashion ladies, for whom a

hairstyle is much more than just an accessory.

 +49 69 2165 7684  tobiastroendle.de/  Kaiserhofstraße 9, Francoforte

 by Chris Knight on Unsplash 

Pure Hair 

"A Hairy Tale"

A friendly yet professional staff at Pure Hair is the first thing you notice at

Pure Hair. With their knowledge and expertise and their uncanny ability to

keep pace with the customer's needs, has made many a customers happy

and loyal over the years. Reasonable rates and a pleasant salon-space,

with rhythmic ballads playing in the backdrop contribute to a pleasant

hairstyling experience for customers. So visit Pure Hair for a purely

satisfying hair-y experience.

 +49 69 9055 0470  www.my-purehair.de/  Eschersheimer Landstraße 36,

Francoforte
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Wachs & Wachs & Zians 

"Hair-Care in Frankfurt"

Run by hair-salon veterans Caius and Cyrus Wax, Wachs & Wachs & Zians

is a modern and sleek looking hair salon in the Westend region, which

offers a chance to strut all those magazine-cover hairstyles in reality. As

soon as you enter the salon, the staff makes you feel at ease and prepares

you for an experience which is nothing short of a transformation. Bright,

clean interiors make for a pleasant place to sit in and relax while the

trained professionals style your hair with effortless finesse and unmatched

foresight. Although, a haircut here may cost you a good sum, but Wachs &

Wachs & Zians certainly offers good value for money.

 +49 69 72 9286  www.wachsundwachsund

zians.com/

 info@wachsundwachsundz

ians.com

 Liebigstraße 23, Francoforte
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Silke Schnir 

"The Truth About Hair"

A small-scale hair salon in Nordend, Silke Schnir is your go-to

neighborhood salon which packs a mighty punch despite its humble

origins. A beautifully decorated salon in contrasts of white and reluctant

reds and browns, this salon exudes a warmth which is usually lost in other

high-end salons. Ladies, gentlemen and children of all ages can get their

hair cut and styled here. From coloring to tints and strands, Silke Schnir

offers all the conveniences of a good hair salon that one may expect.

 +49 69 9519 8771  www.silke-schnir.de/  info@silke-schnir.de  Egenolffstraße 39,

Francoforte
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Julitana Beauty Salon 

"When in Need of Pampering"

The beauticians at Julitana Beauty Salon make their work an act of joy, so

much so, that you'll find yourself helplessly enjoying the whole process.

Leave it to the staff at to pamper you from head to toe, with a drink being

offered as soon as you enter. You can choose from a range of manicures

and pedicures, a range of facials, massages and cosmetic treatments. The

price to performance ratio here is one of the best in all of Frankfurt, which

makes a trip to Julitana Beauty Salon a must visit if you are in town.

 www.julitana-beauty-salon.de/  info@julitana.de  Haardtwaldplatz 5, Francoforte
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